Involved Alumni:
Their Impact on Chapter Culture
by Danny Catalano

I have the privilege of acting as the “utility hitter”
for my chapter’s alumni board. Whenever there is a
higher-level issue with our chapter, I am asked to
provide insight, offer solutions, and sometimes
asked to speak with our undergraduate brothers. I
made the trip to my Upstate New York Alma Mater
in December to speak to our members about an
interesting predicament they found themselves in
this past fall. We talked about our organization’s
values, what had transpired, and how to recruit
better members throughout the year. As I was
headed to my car, it hit me: they thought what they
did was acceptable, something that all groups do,
and having someone like me challenge them on
their actions was ludicrous. How can I, a founding
father, relate to these men? How did the vision and
direction of our organization change dramatically
over the past ten years?
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This experience reminded me how important

Telling their story: members want to know more

involved alumni are in shaping a positive culture
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other drugs, and the “frat” stereotype were/are
acceptable. These alumni, who were usually the
one’s who weren’t as involved in chapter
leadership or led the party crew every weekend,
should be asked to step back, for the good of the
organization.
Alumni who care can support the development of a
healthy chapter environment by:

Stepping up: this does not always include taking
an alumni board leadership role. I found one of the
best questions to ask undergraduates is, “how does
this relate back to the values of our organization?”
Ask the hard questions and get members to think
bigger.
Developing relationships with all members:
Ultimately, all the steps above require trust. If able,
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about the past. Providing them context to the
chapter may help challenge their current negative
environment.

Alumni have the ability to instill major positive
change through their authentic story, involvement,
and relationships. When trust is developed
between the undergraduates and involved alumni
members, a healthy environment within the
organization is created.
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